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Brandon Oreily:
Age: 21 years old.
Height: 6'2''.
Hair color: Dark Brown.
Nationality: Australian.
Michael: Oreily:
Age: 12 years old.
Height: 4'5''.
Hair color: Dark Brown.
Nationality: Australian.
Brandon and Michael are traveling home to visit their in
hospital cared mother, Sidney Carswell, who has been diagnosed
with breast cancer. Both Brandon and Michael's parents have been
divorced for more than 7 years now. Their father Marcus Oreily,
lives in Los Angeles, California, USA and is a television
producer. Brandon is following in his father's footsteps on
lines of work, and Michael has always since he was young, been
passionate for yo-yo's. His dream is to be a World Class yo-yo
champion. The flights duration all together from Los Angeles to
Sidney, Australia is a little more than 24 hours including the
stop over in Malaysia. Brandon and Michael have arrived in
Malaysia International Airport for their temporary refueling
stop over and are currently in the airport.
Jennifer Rossberry:
Age: 19 years old.
Height: 5'9".
Hair color: Brown.
Nationality: American.
From the high wealth sector in the East Coast of Boston, USA,
Jennifer, or Jenny for short is traveling to Australia for Eco
and environment studies. The flights duration all together from
Boston to Sidney, Australia is a little more than 24 hours
including the stop over in Malaysia. Jenny's father Murray

Rossberry owns a successful chain of well known supermarkets
throughout the United States known nationally as "Rossberry's
Markets". A organic food and bio reserve for imported goods from
international foods. Jenny's mother, Cathy Rossberry lives with
her husband and assists with the family company. What the group,
and especially Michael Oreily (Brandon Oreily's younger brother)
don't know is that Jenny has a talent in yo-yoing and their
history and mechanics. It's been a childhood passion for years
that still has a place in her heart, and later Jenny will warm
up to the group through sharing this internal passion with
Michael. Jenny has arrived in Malaysia International Airport for
their temporary refueling stop over and is currently in the
airport.
Nyles Fishman:
Age: 17 years old.
Height: 5'5".
Hair color: Brown.
Nationality: American
Peter Barkley:
Age: 17 years old.
Height: 5'6".
Hair color: Brown.
Nationality: Canadian
Miranda Stensington:
Age: 16 years old.
Height: 5'4".
Hair color: Dirty Blonde.
Nationality: American (Alaska)
These three teenagers are on route to Sydney, Australia as the
three chosen exchange students for their last year of high
school they attend in Canada. Nyles originally from the East
Coast of New York City, USA. moved to Canada just a few years
ago. His father Robert Fishman runs a camera company for
television news and broadcast shows. Nyles's mother overlooks
the factory where they build and equip their company's
equipment. Nyles has a passion for guns and firepower tactics,
and for a nerd stature he displays, it's quiet the unusual mix.
His father and mother are completely against the fact of his
self passion for weaponry. Peter Barkley comes from Vancouver,
Canada where the three's high school is located. Peter lives
with his Grandparents, for his parents passed away in a tragic
car accident on way to Grouse Mountain for a ski trip. Peter

decided not to go and instead spend time with his Grandparents
and destiny spoke for it's self. Miranda was born in Anchorage,
Alaska, USA and grew up in the below zero environment for most
of her life, until she moved from Alaska to Vancouver Canada 5
years ago where she met both Peter and Nyles. Miranda's father
has been a Geologist for over twenty years now, keeping track of
the pressure caused from the salt mines located nearby the coast
line, her mother works for the U.S. Alaskan Shoreline preserve
watch, and flies small 6 seater sea planes to fly across and
perimeter watch the Alaskan shore lines. Miranda has a had a
crush on Peter ever since first meeting him in school, but has
never had the heart to tell him, hoping that the answer isn't
what she doesn't want to hear in return. All three have flown
from Vancouver to now arrive here in Malaysia for the refueling
stop over. The flights duration all together from Vancouver to
Sidney, Australia is a little more than 24 hours including the
stop over in Malaysia. All three have arrived in Malaysia
International Airport and are currently in the airport.
Quinton Barclay:
Age: 16 years old.
Height: 5'6".
Hair color: Light Brown.
Nationality: Irish.
A heavy set boy from Dublin, Ireland has been sent by his
parents to a lose weight camp in Australia where rigorous
training and hikes into the secure wilderness will be up taken
at 100% no mercy, led by well trained and in fit instructors
built to last in the vast Outback. Quinton's father and mother
run a veterinary office in Dublin. The flights duration all
together from Dublin to Sidney, Australia is a little more than
24 hours including the stop over in Malaysia. Quinton has
arrived in Malaysia International Airport and is currently in
the airport.
Now that we know who these seven characters
status, the destined journey will begin.

are

and

their

Each character arrives at their own time in momentum of
calculating time for their transfer flight to Australia. Not
knowing that each of them are booked on the same flight.
Start the dominos!!

Due to a chain linked reaction of events, from the yo-yo store,
to one of the airport's many candy bar machine, to the food
court, the toilets, the information desk, all seven characters
will meet by destiny to miss their flight and shockingly remain
in Malaysia with no contact info of exactly where to go. The
only one who has the possibility to change their ticket is
Jenny, due to her wealth status and her class of voyage in
Business Class. As for the others, they are left to contact
their sources and duo their best to recatch the next flight, but
they each don't have the proper budget with them to pay for a
hotel, and what about their luggage! Including Jenny, who then
begins to panic as well. Led by Brandon, the eldest, the crew of
unidentified members to one another maneuver unsure of the fact
of who each of them are. The only relation to one another to
those who don't know one another are their flight tickets and
number on board the same aircraft. The now formed group of seven
travel their way through the airport doing their best to catch
their luggage in time. They manage to catch only a few pieces.
Jenny's, Nyles's, and Quinton's luggage are retrieved. As for
the others, it's too late. The plane is on the tarmac with
theirs. At least they all carry their essencials on hand within
their carry on pieces. Then to find out that the only ones
carrying a mobile phone are Brandon, Jenny, and Nyles. Everyone
else has either left it in their luggage or just didn't bring
one, or the battery could be down and their charger has been
left in the luggage, because no one would actually leave their
mobile phone charger at home unless they had a reason to do so.
When the customs security check open Quinton's luggage, they
find items of illegal transport without any authorization, such
as a complete plastic wrapped ham, a few market bought and
sealed cheeses, packaged bread, and some spices to complete a
proper sandwich the way he likes it. It seems that Quinton had
been doing a little last minute packing, secretly, for it's
against his new diet regime eat anything under the items and
similar in fat intake and sugar levels of what he had brought
with him, and not knowing the consequences of travel since he
never really voyaged out of his country that much. The security
not knowing English that well, cause a interrogation and check
the food, the group all look at Quinton and see that the other
baggage has been cleared and authorized to be taken. They now
have access to leave the security check, but will have to leave
a poor kid behind, who's first time it is to travel across the
globe to one of the farthest places he can ever think of.
Brandon gives in and decides to stay with Quinton, keeping the
frightened lad calm. Jenny selfishly and carelessly departs, but
later finds out that her ticket is non refundable to the fact
that it was a last minute bought flight. Back with the group at

the security baggage check, Brandon has come to understand
Quinton's voyage reasons and the goal of fat camp including a
tears covered face of how his problem of not able to stop eating
is a heavy one and that he really wants to stop, but doesn't
know how. The security are strict and are not allowing access to
leave, in fact are approaching Quinton to bind him and put him
into the temporary holding cell for interrogation of his packed
goods.
Quinton
begins
to
panic
and
states
that
he's
clostorphobic in small spaces, Brandon defending him kindly with
the security, the others as well remaining their since they have
all missed the flight together. Suddenly Brandon pushes the
security guard and instructs for them all to leave. All depart
and make their way for the exit of the airport and run into a
furious Jenny along the way, who notices them call to her to
join them if she doesn't want trouble, she ignores them, then
notices the security detail following shortly who as well notice
her and directly judge that since she was accompanying the group
earlier, she was part of their detail. She turns and departs
with her heavy luggage in pursuit of the others. They all
eventually escape the airport, arriving into the humid air of
Malaysia. They take the nearest cab and ask for the city where
they will probably be able to find a silent place to regather
themselves and catch the next flight to Australia. The confusion
is wild and the system is unorganized, complaint is of every
other word, but they manage.
Finally arriving into the city, the group under shocking panic
search for assistance, but everyone doesn't even speak a third
of the English language.
And that's when it happens.
During the intense luggage carrying crossing through a green lit
intersection, the group are suddenly crossed by a small black
pig, who is nearly hit by a passing small cargo truck. The pig
lands into Quinton's lap into safety. Then suddenly, from behind
another car comes running a large Saint Bernard, heading it's
way for the pig, another car comes screeching to halt, then
nearly hit by another car, a old 1960's US military jeep.
Meet Leroy.
Leroy Jacobson:
Age: 52 years old.
Height: 5'11".
Hair color: Dark Red.
Nationality: Unkown.

A 50 year old, co green peace member, keeping watch in the
regions of South East Asia on guard for non legal animal, ivory,
and such imports. Basically a bounty hunter with a good notion
of reason, paid in return to survive. Leroy is a laid back
vegetarian cook and easy going figure, but shifts into focused
non bullshit gear when he takes at his work, and carries a knack
and admiration for machinery and engineering. The jeep he drives
has been found in parts and rebuilt by him with a freshly new
installed engine, as well aid to his work. Leroy has a phrase he
always likes to use for himself and others he cares about around
him, and that is:
"Someday it will our turn to glide free the way it should
bzzbeeee"..followed by that one smile he delivers.
He exits his jeep blocking the traffic, calling out to his dog.
Panda (Dog):
Age: 7 years old (Dog Years: 14).
Breed: Saint Bernard.
Panda is Leroy's dog since a puppy and obeys his master with the
up most respect as a best friend and right hand partner. No one
can sit in the front seat of Leroy's jeep except for Panda,
unless Leroy tells him so. Panda has his own cross clip seat
belt so that he can sit securely for bumpy terrain.
The street is stressed with sudden traffic. There is no time to
waste. Panda jumps back into the jeep groaning at the pig, who
shakes vibrantly in Quinton's arms. Quinton doesn't know what to
do with the pig, but something within him doesn't inspire him to
let it go. The two will come to grow with one another now. Leroy
heads into his jeep and prepares departure, but since he's
suddenly the only English speaking human here, Brandon of the
group ask him for help and questions of where they can go. Leroy
has no time and the traffic is growing worse. The police have
arrived to demand a immediate de blockage. Leroy tells the group
of seven to quickly get in his car and come with him and he will
drive them to the center of the city and see what he can do to
help these to him, "Tourists". The group jump in the back pick
up like jeep, causing it's weight to tilt back due to the
slightly over packed passenger capacity. Thanks that the jeep
carries a thicker range of tires, brakes, and newly installed
suspension.
The true adventure begins.
Eventually, the group don't have enough of a budget to shelter

themselves, so Leroy comes to the kind decision of assisting the
group shelter until they can reach contact of their sources.
Now Leroy's house, isn't that much of the most solidly built
homes, but has a slightly entertaining view of the borderline to
the outskirts of both the sea and large river entrance. His home
is equipped with manual and mobile technology for his work, such
as binoculars, a satellite dish for International television
networks, as well mainly used for his work, and the for the
enjoyment of Cartoon Network in English every evening after
5:00PM.
The group, still uncomfortable with themselves, especially those
who are traveling alone, but eventually begin to grow along one
another and build a everlasting friendship, with both one
another and Leroy.
Now Leroy has a neighbor, Tom Hart, a old friend of his in the
same line of work, who carries a cool and intelligent atmosphere
about him. Originally from Chicago, Illinois, Tom has known
Leroy for more than twenty years now. His niece, Julie Hart has
lives with him due to the bad history with her parents back in
the US.. Julie has always admired her uncle and his line of
work. Even if he knows it's too dangerous for her, Tom supports
his niece's wishes and dreams much more than her family back
home in the States, who have very ill disrupted and phycological
mental problems, and were too tough on Julie as a child. It was
a life not worth living for.
Tom Hart:
Age: 51 years old.
Height: 6'.
Hair Color: Light Brown.
Nationality: American.
Julie Hart:
Age: 17 years old.
Height: 5'6".
Hair color: Light Brown.
Nationality: American.
Later in the story, when Tom and Julie meet the group of seven
travelers, Peter of the group, Nyles and Miranda, will come into
a close relationship with Julie, and eventually not follow
through for Miranda will see this and finally speak her heart to
Peter that she has always loved him as both a best friend and
partner. Julie will support Miranda and have Peter face the

truth of how beautiful Miranda is as a person, and that it is
more likely that it would work out for the two of them, rather
then her and him. Peter's hope falls, but eventually is picked
up by his now group of seven and especially Miranda, who will
stand by him through all times of need.
A journey and a new evolution through each character's life will
enhance their path through life.
Brandon will fall in love with Jenny, and will make it work out
through decision between them both.
Michael will harness a new power through technique of yo-yoing
learning from Jenny.
We know Peter's change from a close relationship with Julie,
then moving back to Miranda.
Nyles will be able to share his passion for weaponry with Leroy
when he and the group discover Leroy's hidden closet of armed
instruments for his line of work. A day of target practice with
both Leroy and Tom, and even Julie, who sports the tactical
talent as well with weaponry, which will cause slight conflict
with Peter who at the time will be attracted to Julie, and as
well Nyles due to Julie's sportive and same interest appeal as
Nyles.
Miranda knowing that her mother flies sea planes and nearly
growing up on them sees Tom's sea plane and asks him if she can
fly it with him. Tom allows and the two begin to share a close
bond. Julie seeing this grows a little jealous, but in the end
comes to know that Miranda has a love for Peter and is a
wonderfully spirited person. Julie knows Peter likes her, but
doesn't want to hurt who she now knows better, Miranda. Julie
comes to her senses and explains Peter that she and him will not
work out the way that had possibly felt it could.
Being the last alone, Quinton has found a new best friend in his
life. The little black pig he now calls Hamlet and takes
everywhere with him, shares a similar relationship with him in
weight and appeal, yet one is a vegetarian and the other a
omnivore. Now, Leroy being a vegetarian and cooks a talent in
the kitchen will assist and teach Quinton how to eat properly,
eventually losing a massive amount of weight and leading him to
becoming the figure he now knows he can get to with his new best
friend on his side.

Until one day..
The day the group is able to leave Malaysia and continue on
their journey to Australia, but on this very same day, Leroy and
Tom are called by radio contact from a well known source that we
have always heard through Leroy's and Tom's special built in
multi channel interfearance radio that connects directly with
certain channels of other members on the same line of work
within the region. A emergency job at the farthest river, near
the deepest part of the jungle on the outskirts across the
towering volcanic region that sets off a paramount view form the
main city. A member from the South East Asian Shore Line Watch
has been undercover on a large disguised barge entering with
illegal artifacts of Ivory stolen jade, platnium, firearms as
well as other under black market items. They will have to travel
their by air with Tom's small 12 seater dark military green
painted sea plane.
But this time it's different.
A shocking and brave choice has been made.
This time Leroy and Tom are not alone, for the powerful
friendship that has been built between them and the group of
seven, has caused the group to make a decision and assist Leroy
and his goal that he has always spoke to the group about. To
bring an end the best possible to illegal import of rare
destroyed goods and animal slaughter traffic. To him, this means
the entire world and it's beauty.
And they
point.

set

off,

on

air

route

to

the

designated

navigated

The adrenalin in the group of seven, is the highest you could
ever experience within yourself, even for Julie, who has never
accompanied her uncle on one of his job calls.
The mission is silent at first. The preparation. All that the
group has learned on this incredible journey will now come in
final play of both pure friendship and life's power for a
mission of solid understanding.
Brandon accompanying Leroy and a now short shaved and trimmed
Panda (Leroy's dog) for proper defense and offense maneuvers on
foot as Tom, Julie, and Nyles, who has learned how to operate a
sniper rifle with Leroy, doesn't use the weapon, but instead
assists with diameter and distance measures for Tom. All three

are cloaked under a net of false plants and branches (Tom and
Leroy's professional equipment). Jenny, Quinton with Hamlet
keeping watch with radio on the other side of the river, where
they had to cross the rock emerged bank, which lines a small
barracade. He too is covered low in a net of false plants and
shrubbery. Peter, Miranda, and Michael are located on standby in
the now hidden sea plane incase they will need to move it.
Miranda is teaching Peter how to operate the sea plane.
Nobody wears red or any saturated color above the neutral, Grey.
Quinton radios that the barge has entered
shaking near his side, feeling the tensity.

perimeter.

Hamlet

Leroy, Brandon, and Panda on standby. All three carrying bullet
proof vests (Panda's custom made by Leroy) and armed with one
hand gun and two rounds of proper ammunition. Leroy now focused,
a completely different man that the group know him as. Due to
this power and adrenaline rushing situation, Brandon of course
listens to every word Leroy explains. Panda, being through this
before, knows the drill and obeys his master's words at all
times.
Tom, Nyles, and Julie covering by Sniper Rifle, Nyles reading
directory distance with Julie.
Miranda and Peter at the ready, contact headset's on.
The first shot is fired. A distraction smoke grenade fired from
Tom's silencer tipped sniper rifle. Too fast to judge where it
had came from. The barge's crew shifts to alert and the
overtaking is on.
It's a scene to never be forgotten by it's viewers. From the
rollercoaster of differently harnessed and launched emotions to
the grid lock of fear and real no excuse reality of a bullet
actually flying overhead and missing you by inches. God is truly
on our team's side. Everyone miraculously doing their part.
Suddenly due to a incorrect flight of ammunition running
straight into the barge's engine and gas sector of it's hull,
leading to the barge catching on massive fire, but yet continues
to move forward heading towards the stone barracade ahead and
not in the proper navigation to move it's way slowly around it.
Quinton, Jenny, and Hamlet needing to cross that barracade in
avoidance of impossibly swimming across the rapid river's hard
pull flow. The barge approaching closer and closer, catching
speed with the river's heavy current. But there's no time, it's

now or never. Jenny, Quinton holding Hamlet cross immediately,
being tailed by the barge's run into the barracade causing a
massive amount of heavy waves to send them both into the water.
Miranda, Peter, and Michael seeing this and on route to Tom,
Julie, and Nyles, turns the sea plane around which is still on
water and surf their way to Jenny, Quinton, who both hold Hamlet
up the best they can, then reach him up and out of the water as
the sea plane group approach. Peter at the plane's front entry
hatch reaching his hand out.. .
Suddenly they lose grip of Hamlet, and at that moment, Quinton
turns back around to swim for Hamlet, but it's no use, the
current is too strong. Peter pulls a yelling Quinton out of the
water, Jenny assists him up into teh sea plane, then decides to
make a go for Hamlet, but is suddenly hit with a part from the
barge's front hull that had smashed into the stone barracade,
which brings her back into the pull of the river. Panda from on
board the barge with Brandon and Leroy notice this, Leroy tells
Brandon to go and get those in the water with the barge's last
and only emergency boat. Brandon directly does so, Panda doesn't
want to follow, but Leroy orders him to. Still, Panda gives a
struggle not to leave his master in danger, but Leroy tells his
dog with the emotion of how a best friend will always be there
for you under any circumstances. Panda goes with Brandon who
yells for him to come on. They descend onto the water and make
their way for Jenny and Hamlet, which they arrive to and rescue
just on the barracade's border line, where the barge's open in
flames hull is beached up against the rocky blockade. Brandon
holding Jenny's hand, who holds Hamlet small collar given to him
by Leroy, which was Panda's collar when he was a puppy 7 years
back. They turn around and head for the sea plane, arrive and
climb up, except for Brandon, who turns around and heads back
for the barge and their friend Leroy. Tom yelling out at Brandon
not to go, that they will go all together, then can't wait any
more, turns to Jenny and tells her to keep watch on the plane,
Miranda knows how to fly it, and the group accompany one another
and remain in the plane as both Brandon and Tom head out for the
barge where Leroy is alone, battling off the cross fire with
those still on board.
Tom and Brandon are on route to Leroy, they arrive and tell him
to jump into the boat with them, then just as he does..
It hits!!
Leroy is shot, and falls in reach of both Brandon and Tom, who

directly call over the group and the plane. Tom directly returns
fire and takes the man who had shot leroy down. Julie calling in
and speaking the country's native tongue to the shore line
contact, who will contact the local authorities. They all
prepare take off.
"It was Leroy's dream to fly.."
Says a voice narrating over the look out of a window at the fast
silent passing over and through the clouds high above the sea
and land below.
"It was his dream to be out there..
We see Brandon and Michael with their mother in Australia. Their
character credits.
(Narration continues)
..The day it was his turn to glide free..
We see Jenny arriving at her new University
looking up at the sky, then entering the campus.

in

Australia,

(Narration continues)
..the way it should bzzbeeee..
The narrator's voice and others giggle a melange of content and
profound sadness.
We see Nyles, Peter, and Miranda all shaking hands and meeting
their exchange student family in Australia. They all look at one
another and move in to a new adventure.
(Narration continues)
..that's what he always use to say to us"
We see Quinton and Hamlet back in Dublin, Ireland in place of
Australia surprising his parents with his sudden weight loss and
new friend Hamlet, ready to learn and build up his family's
animal services to a international level.
The narration continues as we move to now see our group of seven
and Tom and Julie flying close above the open mountain range
below until, the sea appears, and all together throwing Leroy's

ashes into the sky above, to then shockingly strike a image you
will only see once in a life time. The ashes form into that of a
man's body for only a brief second, but to the group, it feels
like a eternity.
THE END
WRITTEN BY KRISTOPHER VAN VARENBERG

